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 Chapter 48 Alive 

  Xie Zhiwei asked Zi Mo to come closer, she looked at it carefully, sniffed it again, and said just now, 

"Put it away!" 

   After applying the medicine, wrapping, and pulling out the needle, it was already half an hour later. 

Xie Zhiwei was so tired that she was about to collapse. She was young and had limited energy. Thanks to 

her strong willpower, she could barely support the pillar. 

  Wang Shipu was pulled off the horse by Chu Yining, and fell to the ground. He didn't care to get up, 

but was picked up by Chu Yining and dragged into the house. 

  Emperor didn't care, just watched coldly. 

Wang Shipu only saluted the emperor in a hurry, and then under Chu Yining's signal, he sat down 

sideways on the stool next to Lu Yan's couch, and after a long moment of concentration, he stretched 

out three trembling fingers to rest on Lu Yan's bed. on the wrist. 

  Xie Zhiwei sat at the table to rest for a while, drinking a cup of tea, she watched with cold eyes, saw 

that Wang Shipu took tens of breaths of time to check the pulse, could not make up his mind, frowned, 

and had to change another hand to take the pulse. 

   "Doctor Wang, how are you?" Xue Shipeng was in a hurry, his future depended on Lu Yan. 

  The reason why the emperor went on a tour in micro-clothes this time was that he heard that a 

white tiger had appeared in the nearby Xiangrui County, so he took advantage of Xiumu and a group of 

people went to Xiangrui County to see the white tiger. Unexpectedly, after walking less than twenty 

miles out of the city, they were besieged by refugees. 

  Xue Shipeng had led his servants to wait nearby, ready to find the right opportunity to rescue Lu 

Yan. The daughter made it very clear that it was useless to save the emperor, even if he saved the 

emperor's life, if he could not get into Lu Yan's eyes, not only would there be no blessings in the future, 

there might even be disasters. 

   And into Lu Yan's eyes, it is equivalent to getting a gold medal for avoiding death, not to mention, it 

is still like Dan Shu iron seal. 

  The emperor brought a lot of guards. When the refugees were driven away, several refugees were 

still fighting with Lu Yan. The guards went up to protect the emperor, and Lu Yan didn't even have a 

guard. 

   At this time, Xue Shipeng suddenly felt that even the heavens were helping him. 

  He hurriedly led his servants out to help Lu Yan beat the refugees away. 

  Originally, the matter should have come to a successful conclusion here, but the daughter also 

confessed that on the way back, there will be an ambush, so let him be careful. At that time, if there is a 

cold arrow shot out, if Xue Shipeng wants to fight a big one, he can take the risk and help Lu Yan block it, 

otherwise, at this time, Xue Shipeng's credit for Lu Yan will be almost the same . 



Just when Xue Shipeng was tangled and didn't know how to choose, the cold arrow had already been 

shot. Originally Xue Shipeng was worried that if he brought a few family members to help Lu Yan, he 

might not be able to earn the title of a prince. Don't worry anymore. 

The arrow was actually shot towards the emperor, and Lu Yan was walking behind the emperor at that 

time, he rushed forward suddenly, turning himself into a human shield, blocking in front of the emperor, 

and the arrow also shot It pierced Lu Yan's back. 

   Xue Shipeng didn't know why her daughter didn't count correctly. Didn't she say that the arrow was 

aimed at Lu Yan? 

  In any case, Xue Shipeng himself had saved his life, and he didn't dare to imagine that if the arrow 

hit him, would he survive until now? 

  The emperor also waited nervously. 

  Wang Shipu stood up and cupped his hands towards the emperor, "Master Xiao, although Mr. Lu 

was dangerous, he managed to save his life. I wonder who this master of detoxification is? Can I ask you 

for advice?" 

  Wang Shipu is not modest, he just dare not bully the king. 

  The one in Lu Yan is a hook kiss, what kind of poison is a hook kiss? 

  See blood seal throat, no medicine can solve it. 

  When Chu Yining went to the Imperial Hospital to bring him here, Wang Shipu hated all the 

eighteen generations of Chu Yining's ancestors. Fortunately, he had a hard life, and it was a step too 

late, and Lu Yan's poison was cured. 

  Wang Shipu was too hasty, so he didn't see Xie Zhiwei. 

  Everyone in the room understood what Wang Shipu said. 

  Lu Yan is alive! 

  Xiao Xun looked at Xie Zhiwei, just in time to meet her sharp eyes, beautiful peach eyes, full of 

confidence, like the morning stars in winter, bright and gorgeous. 

  Xiao Xun only felt that his eyes were burned, and he quickly looked away. 

The emperor glanced at Xie Zhiwei, Xie Zhiwei understood, stood up, and walked to Wang Shipu, 

"Doctor Wang, Mr. Lu's poison has been cured by more than half, but there is still some poison in his 

body, and his wound is quite deep. Tonight It is unavoidable to be risky, and medicine needs to be 

prescribed, so I said, write it down!" 

  Wang Shipu stared blankly at Xie Zhiwei, why is it her again? 

It wasn't Xie Zhiwei's entrustment, but she had exhausted her arms just now to save her, and she was 

trembling slightly even serving tea, and she knelt down to the emperor and said, "Master Xiao, my little 

girl's five fingers are too hard, and she can no longer hold a pen. It was out of necessity.” 



  Lu Yan's breathing has calmed down, long and even. 

  The atmosphere in the room also became more relaxed. Everyone wiped off the cold sweat from 

their foreheads and breathed a sigh of relief. 

  Shou Kang showed a smile on his face. He looked at Xie Zhiwei with soft eyes, and he didn't take 

this matter to heart. It was also a way to save face for Wang Shipu, "You guys discussed and opened a 

prescription." 

   It is said to be a discussion, but in fact, it was said by Xie Zhiwei and written by Wang Shipu. 

  Wang Shipu was not at all unwilling. He had learned Xie Zhiwei's methods long ago, but he never 

expected that this little girl could actually untie a hook kiss, which shows that her medical skills are 

extraordinary. It is his honor to be able to help such a master. 

   I don't know if Xie Zhiwei is willing to accept apprentices? The Cui family would definitely not 

accept him as an apprentice, if he could get Xie Zhiwei's advice, he would benefit a lot in his life. 

  Wang Shipu happily spread paper, rubbed ink, picked up a pen, and listened to prescriptions. 

  Xue Shipeng saw the corners of his eyes twitching, he couldn't understand it at all. 

   "6 qian of ginseng, 5 qian of Guangui, 3 qian of Poria cocos, 6 qian of Atractylodes macrocephala, 2 

qian of aconite (made), 6 qian of licorice..." 

  When Wang Shipu wrote this, he couldn't help but look up at Xie Zhiwei, his eyes became wild, like 

looking up at a high mountain. 

Xie Zhiwei was baffled by him, and he didn't bother to pay attention to it. He just pretended not to see 

it, and continued, "Hawthorn five coins, Akebia three coins, lotus nose six coins, comfrey three coins, 

sumac five coins, forsythia seven coins... Seven coins for gold and silver flowers." 

  She added a touch of honeysuckle at the end. 

  Wang Shipu wrote the prescription, handed it to Xie Zhiwei with both hands respectfully, and 

couldn't help but ask, "Dare to ask girl, why do you want to add honeysuckle?" 

  Xie Zhiwei glanced at it, and seeing that it was correct, he handed it back to Wang Shipu, "Doctor 

Wang, do you know the compatibility of the poisonous kiss?" 

  Wang Shipu was stunned, why did he need to know the compatibility of hook kiss? 

   "If you want to detoxify, you must know the poison." Xie Zhiwei pointed out. 

  Wang Shipu was enlightened, but in front of the emperor, he really couldn't express his admiration 

for Xie Zhiwei. 

"Master Xiao, Mr. Lu still has a difficulty to overcome tonight. For a while, Mr. Lu should not move. If Mr. 

Lu is not allowed to spend the night at my little girl's village, we will see the situation tomorrow." Xie 

Zhiwei's meaning is obvious , Lu Yan must not be able to move, the emperor can do as he pleases. 

 


